
The Cardan Shaft owes its name to its eclectic inventor (Gerolamo Cardano, 1501 - 1576). A cardan shaft 
allows the transfer of motion between concurrent shafts through varying angles. The angle between 
the axes of the input and output shafts is said to be the deflection angle of the cardan shaft.

The possibility to achieve deflection angles with cardan shafts is due its construction using drive 
elements including bearing mounted cross pieces mounted within drive yokes. These components are 
the at the heart of the transmission and their correct function and successful selection of a cardan shaft 
depends on the following transmission criteria:
• Torque and speed
• Changing distance between power input and output
• Changing angle between power input and output

All this is permanently elapsed by shocks resulting in vibrations and additional torsion forces. Basing 
on these extreme conditions of operation considerable power is arising being consumed partly by 
the propshaft on its own, partly by the drive elements combining it. These high pressures and difficult 
operating conditions are demanding high standards to the driveshaft. At the same time, lots of power 
transmission applications are solved easily and costconsciously by the use of cardan shafts.

Our cardan shafts offer excellent operational safety, high service life and low running costs for an 
optimally adapted range of product series from XA to XS. Especially in the heavy duty field EPR Cardan 
shafts are the right choice for difficult and severe requirements due to the following construction 
features:
• One piece yoke design
• Highest degree of strength and minimum distortion under load
• Perfect planning and realization of the single members
• Highest load capacity of the Universal Joint
• Suitable material selection and treatment
• Optimal weldings

Our cardan shafts are tailor-made according to the individual requests of the customers. For XB series 
we have introduced a new solution for high speed rotations as standard from dimension XB180 up to 
XB315. The shafts welded by specialists will be checked with an ultrasonic test machine and dynamically 
balanced according to grade G 16 of the standard DIN ISO 1940, we can balance to sharper grades on 
demand. After that, they will be lubricated depending on the request of the customer and of the field of 
application and finally they will be painted. Owing to the flexibility during the process of manufacture, 
the corresponding stock-keeping, the commitment of the employees and the permanent customer 
orientation we are able to grant every customer the best service. The final result will be always best 
quality cardan shafts.

Engineering
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Universal joint couplings are commonly known as universal joint shafts. They can be realized according  
to many structural designs of universal joint shafts, our XA,XB,XC,XL,XM,XS and XF Series universal joint 
shafts are the most commonly used with the highest load capacity. Drawing on many years of universal
joint engineering experience and the advanced world technology, we have conducted indepth research 
on all our series universal joint shafts product line.

Our product have far surpassed the most strict engineering standards both in performance and product 
variety and are able to satisfy our customers diverse and stringent requirements. Our product range 
consists of the following 5 series, covering a torque range of 180~12.000.000 Nm, with XB Series as the
core product line.

SERIES FEATURES TORQUE RANGE 
(KNm)

FLANGE DIAMETER
(mm)

MAX. WORKING 
ANGLE (°)

XA Light & medium duty 0.18 -> 27 58 -> 250 25 -> 35

XB Medium & heavy duty 18 -> 1.250 160 -> 620 15

XC Heavy duty 1 640 -> 12.000 680 -> 1.200 15

XL Medium & heavy duty 
with special executions 18 -> 320 160 -> 390 15

XM Medium & heavy duty 
with compression springs 18 -> 3.200 160 -> 700 15

XF Heavy & medium duty 
tunnel shafts 56 -> 1.250 225 -> 620 15/5

XS Heavy & medium duty 
extra short execution 56 -> 1.250 160 - > 620 15

Range
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5. TIPO TYPE 6. CODIFICA ORDERING CODE
Esempio
Example

XB 225 A 1500 + 0140 IKC 08 XX XX XX
Serie
Series

Diametro flangia (mm)
Flange diameter (mm)

Tipo
Type

Lunghezza minima (mm)
Compressed length(mm)

Allungamento (mm)
Length compensation(mm)

Lunghezza minima (mm)
Compressed length(mm)

Numero di fori 
Number of holes

Designazioni speciali
Special designations

TIPO SALDATO, CON ALLUNGAMENTO
WELDED SHAFT DESIGN,
WITH LENGTH COMPENSATION

A

B

C

D

E

TIPO SALDATO, SENZA ALLUNGAMENTO
WELDED SHAFT DESIGN,
WITHOUT LENGTH COMPENSATION

GIUNTO CARDANICO, SENZA ALLUNGAMENTO
SHORT FLANGED DESIGN,
WITHOUT LENGTH COMPENSATION

TIPO FLANGIATO, SENZA ALLUNGAMENTO
LONG FLANGED DESIGN,
WITHOUT LENGTH COMPENSATION

TIPO FLANGIATO, CON ALLUNGAMENTO
LONG FLANGED DESIGN,
WITH LENGTH COMPENSATION

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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Type A Welded shaft design, with 
length compensation

Welded shaft design, without 
length compensation

Short flanged design, without 
length compensation

Long flanged design, without 
length compensation

Long flanged design, with 
length compensation

Type B

Type C

Type D

Type E

Type
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1. Millimiters are used as measurement units except where noted.
2. L= standard length, shortest or highest lengths available as customer specffications.
 Lv= standard length compensation, in the models where it’s present.
 m= weight, reported to the measures of the catalogue.
 ßmax [°]= max. working angle.
 D= rotation diameter.
 Df= flange diameter, others on demand.
 Lm= flange height.
 D3xΔ= diameter/thickness of tube.
 D1 [±0.1]= center holes diameter, others on demand.
 D2 [H7]= pilot center diameter, others on demand.
 K= flange thickness, others on demand.
 t= pilot center deep, others on demand.
 n= holes number, others on demand.
3. Please consult us for customizations regarding length, length compensation and flange connections.
4. See table of flange bolts and tightening torques for series XB.

Definitions & Abbreviations

1. Le misure sono espresse in millimetri eccetto dove specificato.
2. L= lunghezza standard, disponibili lunghezze compresse o maggiori secondo le specifiche del cliente.

 Lv= allungamento standard, nei modelli dove è presente.
 m= peso, riferito alle misure del catalogo.
 ßmax [°]= massimo angolazione di lavoro permessa.
 D= diametro di rotazione.
 Df= diametro flangia disponibile, altri a richiesta.
 Lm= altezza flangia.
 D3x∆= diametro tubo/spessore.
 D1 [±0.1]= interasse fori, altri a richiesta.
 D2 [H7]= diametro centraggio, altri a richiesta.
 K= spessore flangia, altri a richiesta.
 t= profondità centraggio, altri a richiesta.
 n= numero fori, altri a richiesta.

3. Contattateci per eventuali personalizzazioni della lunghezza, dell’allungamento e delle flange.
4. Tabella bulloni e coppie di serraggio, per serie XB:

Flange bolt
size M14 M16 M18 M20 M22 M24 M27 M30 M36

 tightening torque (Nm) 180 270 372 526 710 906 1340 1820 3170

DIAMETRO FLANGIA
FLANGE DIAMETER 160 180 200 225 250 265 285 315 350 390 440 490 550 620

1. Millimiters are used as measurement units except where noted.
2. L= standard length, shortest or highest lengths available as customer specffications.

 Lv= standard length compensation, in the models where it’s present.
 m= weight, reported to the measures of the catalogue.
 ßmax [°]= max. working angle.
 D= rotation diameter.
 Df= flange diameter, others on demand.
 Lm= flange height.
 D3x∆= diameter/thickness of tube.
 D1 [±0.1]= center holes diameter, others on demand.
 D2 [H7]= pilot center diameter, others on demand.
 K= flange thickness, others on demand.
 t= pilot center deep, others on demand.
 n= holes number, others on demand.

3. Please consult us for customizations regarding length, length compensation and flange connections.
4. See table of flange bolts and tightening torques for series XB.

7. Definizioni ed abbrevviazioni
Definitions and abbreviations
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Torque Loads

Designation Explanation

Tn nominal torque, maximum permessible torque.
If this level exceeded, plastic deformation may occur

Tf fatigue torque, i.e. the permessible torque as determined 
according to the fatigue strength under reversing loads

Tp pulsating torque, one-way fatigue torque rating. The shaft 
will have infinite fatigue life up to this torque level

Tcs limit torque, maximum torque value permitted over which 
it can run into failure of material

Tn, Tf, Tp e Tcs are load limits for the cardan shafts. In the case of torque values that are close to the load 
limit, the transmission capability of the flange connection needs to be checked, especially when Hirth 
serrations are not being used.

Integrity checks and optimization of design through the application of FEM analysis.
Supply of calculation tables of bearing life.
Supply of report test for chemical analisys and hardness of materials, UT tests of materials and welding.

8. COPPIE TORQUE LOADS
Designazione
Designation

Tn

Tf

Tp

Tcs

Significato
Explanation

fatigue torque, i.e. the permessible tor-
que as determined according to the fatigue 
strength under reversing loads

pulsating torque, one-way fatigue torque 
rating. The shaft will have infinite fatigue life 
up to this torque level

coppia alla fatica, coppia di torsione per-
missible determinata secondo la forza di affa-
ticamento sotto carichi reversibili

coppia pulsante, valore di coppia unidirezio-
nale. Fino a questo valore il cardano ha prati-
camente una durata infinita

limit torque, maximum torque value permit-
ted over which it can run into failure of ma-
terial

nominal torque, maximum permessible tor-
que. If this level exceeded, plastic deformation 
may occur

coppia limite, valore di coppia massima per-
messa oltre il quale si può incorrere in cedi-
menti del materiale

coppia limite, valore di coppia massima per-
messa. Superando questo valore si possono 
verificare deformazioni plastiche del materiale 

Tn, Tf, Tp e Tcs sono valori di coppia limite, in caso i valori dell’applicazione si avvicinano a quest’ultimi è necessario verificare la capacità di trasmis-
sione della flangia scelta, in special modo in caso di flange diverse dalla Hirth.

Tn, Tf, Tp e Tcs are load limits for the cardan shafts. In the case of torque values that are close to the load limit, the transmission capability of the flange 
connection needs to be checked, especially when Hirth serrations are not being used.

Analisi FEM per garantire la massima integrità e ottimizzazione dei componenti realizzati.
Fornitura di tabelle calcolo durata cuscinetti.
Fornitura report test relativi ad analisi chimiche materiali e di durezza, controlli ultrasonori dei materiali e delle saldature.

Integrity checks and optimization of design through the application of FEM analysis.
Supply of calculation tables of bearing life.
Supply of report test for chemical analisys and hardness of materials, UT tests of materials and welding.

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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XL Series
The most advanced series of our production, deriving from the XB series includes all the maximum of
our technological research.
• Splined muffus coated with a special fluorocarbon by high mechanical and thermal resistance which
 facilitates the sliding avoiding periodic lubrication. Significantly higher than the coatings in 
 common RILSAN ensures exceptional sliding performance and durability.
• Special coating treatments corrosion proof to replace the normal painting cycles.
• Cross assemblies with maintenance free bearings.
• Cross assemblies with anti-corrosion treatments for severe applications.
• Special seals

SIZE XB160 XB180 XB200 XB225 XB250 XB265 XB285 XB315 XB350 XB390
Tn	(KNm) 21 28 40 56 80 100 120 160 225 320

Tf	(KNm) 10.5 14 20 28 40 50 58 80 110 160

Tp	(KNm) 15.2 20.3 29 40.6 58 72.5 87 116 159.5 232

Tcs	(KNm) 28 36 52 73 104 130 156 208 292.5 416

TYPE A B C D E

SIZE L Lv m [Kg] L m [Kg] L m [Kg] L m [Kg] L Lv m [Kg] ßmax [°] D Df Lm D3x∆ D1 [±0.1] D2 [H7] K t n

XB160 740 100 65 480 44 380 35 520 48 800 100 70 15 160
160

95 114x10
137 90 16 4 8

225 196 105 20 5 8

XB180 800 100 83 530 60 420 48 580 65 850 100 92 15 180
180

105 127x10.5
155.5 90 17 5 8

225 196 105 20 5 8

XB200 900 120 115 590 85 440 66 620 90 940 120 126 15 200
200

110 146x11.5
170 90 18 5 8

225 196 105 20 5 8
250 218 105 25 6 8

XB225 1000 140 152 640 110 500 90 690 120 1050 140 168 15 225
225 125

159x10.5
196 105 20 5 8

250 125 218 105 25 6 8
285 125 245 125 27 7 8

XB250 1060 140 219 730 160 560 130 760 173 1120 140 238 15 250
250 140

180x12.5
218 105 25 6 8

285 145 245 125 27 7 8
315 145 280 130 32 8 10

XB265 1120 140 260 790 180 600 160 810 220 1180 140 280 15 265
265 150

194x13.5
233 125 25 5 8

285 155 245 125 27 7 8
315 155 280 130 32 8 10

XB285 1270 140 311 840 226 640 189 860 250 1320 140 340 15 285
285 160

203x14.5
245 125 27 7 8

315 165 280 130 32 8 10

XB315 1390 140 432 930 320 720 270 970 355 1440 140 472 15 315
315 180

219X16.5
280 130 32 8 10

350 180 310 155 35 8 10

XB350 1520 150 610 1000 440 780 355 1030 485 1550 150 660 15 350
350 195

245X19
310 155 35 8 10

390 200 345 170 40 8 10

XB390 1530 170 804 1010 590 860 510 1120 665 1710 170 886 15 390
390 215

273X21
345 170 40 8 10

440 215 385 190 42 8 16

13. SERIE XL XL SERIES

VALORI DI COPPIA TRASMISSIBILE - TRANSMISSIBLE TORQUE VALUES TIPO - TYPE
A

C

B

D

E

DATI E DIMENSIONI - TECHNICAL DATA

La più avanzata serie della nostra produzione, derivante dalla serie XB raggruppa tutto il massimo della nostra ricerca tecnologica.
• Dentature degli scanalati rivestite con speciale fluorocarburo dalla elevata resistenza meccanica e termica che facilita lo scorrimento evitando la 

lubrificazione periodica. Nettamente superiore ai rivestimenti in comune RILSAN garantisce prestazioni di scorrevolezza e durata eccezzionali.
• Trattamenti speciali anticorrosivi in sostituzione ai normali cicli di verniciatura.
• Crociere con cuscinetti senza manutenzione.
• Crociere con trattamento anticorrosivo per applicazioni gravose.
• Tenute speciali

The most advanced series of our production, deriving from the XB series includes all the maximum of our technological research.
• Splined muffus coated with a special fluorocarbon by high mechanical and thermal resistance which facilitates the sliding 

avoiding periodic lubrication. Significantly higher than the coatings in common RILSAN ensures exceptional sliding performance 
and durability.

• Special coating treatments corrosion proof to replace the normal painting cycles.
• Cross assemblies with maintenance free bearings.
• Cross assemblies with anti-corrosion treatments for severe applications.
• Special seals

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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Tcs (KNm) 28 36 52 73 104 130 156 208 292.5 416
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SIZE L Lv m [Kg] L m [Kg] L m [Kg] L m [Kg] L Lv m [Kg] ßmax [°] D Df Lm D3x∆ D1 [±0.1] D2 [H7] K t n
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XL Series
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315 145 280 130 32 8 10

XB265 1120 140 260 790 180 600 160 810 220 1180 140 280 15 265
265 150

194x13.5
233 125 25 5 8

285 155 245 125 27 7 8
315 155 280 130 32 8 10

XB285 1270 140 311 840 226 640 189 860 250 1320 140 340 15 285
285 160

203x14.5
245 125 27 7 8

315 165 280 130 32 8 10

XB315 1390 140 432 930 320 720 270 970 355 1440 140 472 15 315
315 180

219X16.5
280 130 32 8 10

350 180 310 155 35 8 10

XB350 1520 150 610 1000 440 780 355 1030 485 1550 150 660 15 350
350 195

245X19
310 155 35 8 10

390 200 345 170 40 8 10

XB390 1530 170 804 1010 590 860 510 1120 665 1710 170 886 15 390
390 215

273X21
345 170 40 8 10

440 215 385 190 42 8 16

13. SERIE XL XL SERIES

VALORI DI COPPIA TRASMISSIBILE - TRANSMISSIBLE TORQUE VALUES TIPO - TYPE
A

C

B

D

E

DATI E DIMENSIONI - TECHNICAL DATA

La più avanzata serie della nostra produzione, derivante dalla serie XB raggruppa tutto il massimo della nostra ricerca tecnologica.
• Dentature degli scanalati rivestite con speciale fluorocarburo dalla elevata resistenza meccanica e termica che facilita lo scorrimento evitando la 

lubrificazione periodica. Nettamente superiore ai rivestimenti in comune RILSAN garantisce prestazioni di scorrevolezza e durata eccezzionali.
• Trattamenti speciali anticorrosivi in sostituzione ai normali cicli di verniciatura.
• Crociere con cuscinetti senza manutenzione.
• Crociere con trattamento anticorrosivo per applicazioni gravose.
• Tenute speciali

The most advanced series of our production, deriving from the XB series includes all the maximum of our technological research.
• Splined muffus coated with a special fluorocarbon by high mechanical and thermal resistance which facilitates the sliding 

avoiding periodic lubrication. Significantly higher than the coatings in common RILSAN ensures exceptional sliding performance 
and durability.

• Special coating treatments corrosion proof to replace the normal painting cycles.
• Cross assemblies with maintenance free bearings.
• Cross assemblies with anti-corrosion treatments for severe applications.
• Special seals

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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SIZE XB160 XB180 XB200 XB225 XB250 XB265 XB285 XB315 XB350 XB390
Tn (KNm) 21 28 40 56 80 100 120 160 225 320

Tf (KNm) 10.5 14 20 28 40 50 58 80 110 160

Tp (KNm) 15.2 20.3 29 40.6 58 72.5 87 116 159.5 232

Tcs (KNm) 28 36 52 73 104 130 156 208 292.5 416

TYPE A B C D E

SIZE L Lv m [Kg] L m [Kg] L m [Kg] L m [Kg] L Lv m [Kg] ßmax [°] D Df Lm D3x∆ D1 [±0.1] D2 [H7] K t n

XB160 740 100 65 480 44 380 35 520 48 800 100 70 15 160
160

95 114x10
137 90 16 4 8

225 196 105 20 5 8

XB180 800 100 83 530 60 420 48 580 65 850 100 92 15 180
180

105 127x10.5
155.5 90 17 5 8

225 196 105 20 5 8

XB200 900 120 115 590 85 440 66 620 90 940 120 126 15 200
200

110 146x11.5
170 90 18 5 8

225 196 105 20 5 8
250 218 105 25 6 8

XB225 1000 140 152 640 110 500 90 690 120 1050 140 168 15 225
225 125

159x10.5
196 105 20 5 8

250 125 218 105 25 6 8
285 125 245 125 27 7 8

XB250 1060 140 219 730 160 560 130 760 173 1120 140 238 15 250
250 140

180x12.5
218 105 25 6 8

285 145 245 125 27 7 8
315 145 280 130 32 8 10

XB265 1120 140 260 790 180 600 160 810 220 1180 140 280 15 265
265 150

194x13.5
233 125 25 5 8

285 155 245 125 27 7 8
315 155 280 130 32 8 10

XB285 1270 140 311 840 226 640 189 860 250 1320 140 340 15 285
285 160

203x14.5
245 125 27 7 8

315 165 280 130 32 8 10

XB315 1390 140 432 930 320 720 270 970 355 1440 140 472 15 315
315 180

219X16.5
280 130 32 8 10

350 180 310 155 35 8 10

XB350 1520 150 610 1000 440 780 355 1030 485 1550 150 660 15 350
350 195

245X19
310 155 35 8 10

390 200 345 170 40 8 10

XB390 1530 170 804 1010 590 860 510 1120 665 1710 170 886 15 390
390 215

273X21
345 170 40 8 10

440 215 385 190 42 8 16

13. SERIE XL XL SERIES
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A

C
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D

E

DATI E DIMENSIONI - TECHNICAL DATA

La più avanzata serie della nostra produzione, derivante dalla serie XB raggruppa tutto il massimo della nostra ricerca tecnologica.
• Dentature degli scanalati rivestite con speciale fluorocarburo dalla elevata resistenza meccanica e termica che facilita lo scorrimento evitando la 

lubrificazione periodica. Nettamente superiore ai rivestimenti in comune RILSAN garantisce prestazioni di scorrevolezza e durata eccezzionali.
• Trattamenti speciali anticorrosivi in sostituzione ai normali cicli di verniciatura.
• Crociere con cuscinetti senza manutenzione.
• Crociere con trattamento anticorrosivo per applicazioni gravose.
• Tenute speciali

The most advanced series of our production, deriving from the XB series includes all the maximum of our technological research.
• Splined muffus coated with a special fluorocarbon by high mechanical and thermal resistance which facilitates the sliding 

avoiding periodic lubrication. Significantly higher than the coatings in common RILSAN ensures exceptional sliding performance 
and durability.

• Special coating treatments corrosion proof to replace the normal painting cycles.
• Cross assemblies with maintenance free bearings.
• Cross assemblies with anti-corrosion treatments for severe applications.
• Special seals

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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Major Components
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Companion Flanges
Flange without face key

Flange with face key

Flange without face key with split sleeve connection according to DIN 15452
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Type of Coupling
BORE DESIGNS
Special designs are available for Series XB, XC AND XF and are available 
for types: A - B - C - D - E.
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Use the following methods to select XA series and XB series universal joint shafts. Please consult us for selec-
ting other product series.

1. Universal joint shafts are selected according to the
load features ,calculated torques, bearing life, and
operating speed.
2. The calculated torque is acquired from Formulas
(1), (2) or (1),(3):

Where:  Tc= Calculated torque, Nm
T= Nominal torque, Nm
Pw= Driving power, kw
PH= Driving power, hp
n= Operating speed, rpm
K= Service factors

3. Generally, universal joint shafts are selected accor-
ding to the torque to be transmitted and the required
bearing life. They can also be selected by checking
their torque strengths or bearing life with relation to
the requirements of the applicable equipment.
3.1. Checking the torsional strength using Formu-
la(4):

Tc≤Tn or Tc≤Tf or Tc≤Tp ..................(4)

Where: Tc= Calculated torque, Nm
Tn= Nominal torque, Nm (i.e.,a 
theoretically calculated value under
these pre-determinde conditions: 
speed of shafts n ≈10 rpm, deflection
angle ß=3°, and a bearing life 
LN=5000 hours under even load).
Tf= Permissible torque according to 
the fatigue strength under alternating 
loads, Nm
Tp= Permissible torque according to
the fatigue strength under pulsating 
loads, Nm
Tp=1.45 Tf

3.2. Checking the bearing life using the
formula (5):

Where: LN= Service life, hrs;
n= Operating speed, rpm;
ß= Working angle, (°)
T= Rolling torque, calculated torque or supplied 

by the customer, KNm
K1= Prime motor factor

Electric motor: K1= 1
Diesel generator: K1= 1.2

KL= Bearing capacity factor (see the table)  
 Lmin= Min. bearing life, hrs.

SERVICE FACTORS DRIVEN EQUIPMENT K

LIGHT	SHOCK	LOAD

Generators
Centrifugal pumps
Ventilators
Wood handling machines
Belt conveyers

1.1 ~ 1.3

MEDIUM	SHOCK	LOAD

Compressor (multi cyl.)
Pumps (multi cyl.)
Small section mills
Continous wire mills
Conveyer primary drives

1.3 ~ 1.8

HEAVY	SHOCK	LOAD

Paper machines
Marine transmissions
Transport roller tables
Continous tube mills
Continous working roller tables
Medium section mills
Compressors (single cyl.)
Pumps (single cyl.)
Mixers
Presses
Straightening machines
Crane driver
Ball mills

2 ~ 3

EXTRA	HEAVY	SHOCK
LOAD

Crane accessory driver
Crushers
Reversing working roller tables
Reeling drives
Scale breakers
Blooming stands

3 ~ 5

EXTREME	SHOCK	LOAD Feed roller drives
Plate shears 6 ~ 15

BEARING CAPACITY FACTOR KL

DESIGN KL DESIGN KL DESIGN KL

XA 58 0.022x10-5 XB 200 1.47 XB 460 13.53x103

XB 65 0.012x10-4 XB 225 7.812 XB 490 2.145x104

XA 75 0.058x10-4 XB 250 28.2 XB 540 5.6367x104

XA 90 0.048x10-3 XB 265 54.8 XB 550 6.335x104

XA 100 0.26x10-3 XB 285 82.8 XB 620 0.13x106

XA 120 0.26x10-2 XB 315 279 XC 700 0.32x106

XA 150 2.65x10-2 XB 350 744 XC 750 0.75x106

XA 180 0.56 XB 370 1302 XC 800 1.06x106

XA 200 1.03 XB 390 1860 XC 900 5.62x106

XA 225 1.89 XB 410 4416 XC 1060 30.3x106

XB 160 0.16 XB 425 6333

XB 180 0.51 XB 440 8.25x103

4. When these are simultaneous horizontal and vertical angular misalignments on the universal joint shaft, the composite deflection angle is calculated using 
Formula(6):

Where: ß= Composite deflection angle, (°);
ß1= Horizontal deflection angle, (°);
ß2= Vertical deflection angle, (°).

5. If the joint diameter of the shaft is 390mm or less , Formulas (7) and (8) should be used to check the maximum speed in addition to the considerations 
of torque and bearing life.
nmax ≤ [nß] ………(7)
nmax ≤ [nL] ………(8)

Where: nmax= Maximum operating speed, rpm
[nß]= Maximum permissible speed in relation to operating deflection angle, rpm. (For XA and XB Series, see Figure 7-1)
[nL]= Maximum permissible speed in relation to operating length, rpm. (For XA and XB Series, see Figure 7-2)

Maximum permissibile speed in relation to operating deflection
angle (figure 7-1)

Maximum permissibile speed in relation to operating length (figure 7-2)

XA100, 120

XA150

XB180

XB225

XB250

XB285

XB315

XB350

XB390

XB350

XB315

XB285

XB250

XB225

XB180

XA150

XA120

XA100

6. If the line speed of the shaft is over 7m/s, dynamic balancing test is requested, normally to a balancing accuracy between G6.3 and G16. There are 
complex variables which effects the balancing grade. The customer’s verification should be in a lower rank.

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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Use the following methods to select XA series and XB series universal joint shafts. Please consult us for selec-
ting other product series.

1. Universal joint shafts are selected according to the 
load features ,calculated torques, bearing life, and 
operating speed.
2. The calculated torque is acquired from Formulas 
(1), (2) or (1),(3):

Where: Tc= Calculated torque, Nm
T= Nominal torque, Nm
Pw= Driving power, kw
PH= Driving power, hp
n= Operating speed, rpm
K= Service factors

3. Generally, universal joint shafts are selected accor-
ding to the torque to be transmitted and the required 
bearing life. They can also be selected by checking 
their torque strengths or bearing life with relation to 
the requirements of the applicable equipment.
3.1. Checking the torsional strength using Formu-
la(4):

Tc≤Tn or Tc≤Tf or Tc≤Tp ..................(4)

Where: Tc= Calculated torque, Nm
Tn= Nominal torque, Nm (i.e.,a 
theoretically calculated value under
these pre-determinde conditions:
speed of shafts n ≈10 rpm, deflection
angle ß=3°, and a bearing life 
LN=5000 hours under even load).
Tf= Permissible torque according to 
the fatigue strength under alternating 
loads, Nm
Tp= Permissible torque according to
the fatigue strength under pulsating 
loads, Nm
Tp=1.45 Tf

3.2. Checking the bearing life using the
formula (5):

Where: LN= Service life, hrs;
n= Operating speed, rpm;
ß= Working angle, (°)
T= Rolling torque, calculated torque or supplied 

by the customer, KNm
K1= Prime motor factor

Electric motor: K1= 1
Diesel generator: K1= 1.2

KL= Bearing capacity factor (see the table)
Lmin= Min. bearing life, hrs.

SERVICE FACTORS DRIVEN EQUIPMENT K

LIGHT SHOCK LOAD

Generators
Centrifugal pumps
Ventilators
Wood handling machines
Belt conveyers

1.1 ~ 1.3

MEDIUM SHOCK LOAD

Compressor (multi cyl.)
Pumps (multi cyl.)
Small section mills
Continous wire mills
Conveyer primary drives

1.3 ~ 1.8

HEAVY SHOCK LOAD

Paper machines
Marine transmissions
Transport roller tables
Continous tube mills
Continous working roller tables
Medium section mills
Compressors (single cyl.)
Pumps (single cyl.)
Mixers
Presses
Straightening machines
Crane driver
Ball mills

2 ~ 3

EXTRA HEAVY SHOCK
LOAD

Crane accessory driver
Crushers
Reversing working roller tables
Reeling drives
Scale breakers
Blooming stands

3 ~ 5

EXTREME SHOCK LOAD Feed roller drives
Plate shears 6 ~ 15

BEARING CAPACITY FACTOR KL

DESIGN KL DESIGN KL DESIGN KL

XA 58 0.022x10-5 XB 200 1.47 XB 460 13.53x103

XB 65 0.012x10-4 XB 225 7.812 XB 490 2.145x104

XA 75 0.058x10-4 XB 250 28.2 XB 540 5.6367x104

XA 90 0.048x10-3 XB 265 54.8 XB 550 6.335x104

XA 100 0.26x10-3 XB 285 82.8 XB 620 0.13x106

XA 120 0.26x10-2 XB 315 279 XC 700 0.32x106

XA 150 2.65x10-2 XB 350 744 XC 750 0.75x106

XA 180 0.56 XB 370 1302 XC 800 1.06x106

XA 200 1.03 XB 390 1860 XC 900 5.62x106

XA 225 1.89 XB 410 4416 XC 1060 30.3x106

XB 160 0.16 XB 425 6333

XB 180 0.51 XB 440 8.25x103

4. When these are simultaneous horizontal and vertical angular misalignments on the universal joint shaft, the composite deflection angle is calculated using
Formula(6):

Where:  ß= Composite deflection angle, (°);
ß1= Horizontal deflection angle, (°);
ß2= Vertical deflection angle, (°).

5. If the joint diameter of the shaft is 390mm or less , Formulas (7) and (8) should be used to check the maximum speed in addition to the considerations
of torque and bearing life.
nmax ≤ [nß] ………(7)
nmax ≤ [nL] ………(8)

Where: nmax= Maximum operating speed, rpm
[nß]= Maximum permissible speed in relation to operating deflection angle, rpm. (For XA and XB Series, see Figure 7-1)
[nL]= Maximum permissible speed in relation to operating length, rpm. (For XA and XB Series, see Figure 7-2)

Maximum	permissibile	speed	in	relation	to	operating	deflection	
angle	(figure	7-1)

Maximum	permissibile	speed	in	relation	to	operating	length	(figure	7-2)
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XB250
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6. If the line speed of the shaft is over 7m/s, dynamic balancing test is requested, normally to a balancing accuracy between G6.3 and G16. There are
complex variables which effects the balancing grade. The customer’s verification should be in a lower rank.

E.P.R. S.R.L.
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INSTALLATION - MAINTENANCE - LUBRICATION
1. General
The Series Closed-Eye Yoke Cross Universal Joint Shafts provided by
our company are commonly known as universal joint shafts. Mainly
applied in steel rolling mills, paper mills, rubber and plastic machine-
ry, hoisting and transporting equipment and other heavy duty machi-
nery, they serve to connect two misaligned shafts and operate with
the rotation diameters between 58-1200mm, torque loads between
180Nm-8000kNm, and the deflection angles up to 35°-25°-15°- 10°
and 5° (referring to our catalogue) . Two pre-assembled universal joints
connected at the end of an intermediate shaft assembly are called
the universal joint shaft assembly, which is the typical form for delivery.
Universal joint shafts can be telescopic or fixed length. For telescopic
u-joint shafts, either rectangular or radial tooth length compensating
splines are used to accommodate the axial displacement of the con-
nected shafts. The length compensating splines are slightly greased by
hand at the factory and must be fully lubricated by the installer before
start-up. Whether or not the universal joint shaft assemblies are proper-
ly installed and maintained will greatly affect their operations and service
life. This manual is intended for our customers as a guide for installation
and maintenance. For operating instructions, please refer to the con-
tour drawings for u-joint shaft installation provided by our company.

2. Components
2.1 Bearings
The bearing design in the cross assembly of the u-joint shaft is shown
in Figure 2.1. Three rows of rollers (7) are placed axially inside the
bearing housing (6), covered with a bearing cap (2), a sealing ring (3)
and a plate spring, and retained by a snap ring (4). A thrust bearing
is placed inside the bearing housing at the shoulder, with an external
lube fitting (10) in the center of cross. The bearing is retained on the
joint with a snap ring (9).

2.2 Structures and Types of U-Joint Shafts
Our driveshafts can be divided into five types:
• A= Welded with length compensation
• B= Welded without length compensation
• C= Coupling fixed length
• D= Flanged without length compensation
• E= Flanged with length compensation
Generally yokes at the ends of universal joints are flanged and bolted with
companion flages or tie rods couplings. The flanges can have five types
of connections:bolt hole, integral or partial key, face pads, Hirth serration.

3. Pre-Installation Instructions
Upon receiving the universal joint shaft assembly, the customer
should check for damaged or missing components, and verify the
basic data, installation and connection dimensions, match mark no-
tes, etc. against the specifications of Installation contour drawings.
Notify the supplier of any problem there is for a timely correction. If
the u-joint assembly is to be stored for an extended period before
installation, do not remove the protection that has been applied on
the critical exposed surfaces. If stored outdoors, the u-joint assembly
must be crated. Place supports under the units to keep it off the
ground and protect it from rain and other moisture. Before installation,
verify against contour drawing to confirm specific set-up dimensions.
While transporting, wedges made of wood should be placed into the
open areas between the yokes in order to prevent angular misalign-
ment and move the unit safely and conveniently. While transporting
and lifting universal joint shaft assembly, do not place a sling or chain
around the intermediate shaft, or around spline/spline cover in the
case of telescopic shafts. Otherwise, splines could slide out th cover

and cause damages to the assembly or even human injuries.
Always handle and transport in a horizontal position except when han-
dling a unit designed for vertical application. See figure 3.1 for the 
proper method to lift the assembly. 

4. Installation
4.1. Basic requirements
4.1.1 The installation of Universal Joint Shaft Assembly must conform
to the requirements of the installation enclosed drawing. The require-
ments of the drawing are formulated compared to the working con-
ditions specified by the customer to make sure the universal joint
shaft will give the optimum operating performance, i.e. working with
optimum working load and yielding the maximum operating life. The-
refore, the actual angular misalignment of the u-joint shaft position has
to be calculated before installation and its maximum value must not
exceed the value allowed by the Installation Drawing.
4.1.2 Properly installed universal joint shafts should result in a synchro-
nous rotation of the driving and driven shafts, i.e. the entire driveline
assembly will not yield velocity fluctuations as a result of universal joint
shaft installation. For this purpose, the manufacturer has taken the
following designing and technological features :

1. The axis of yokes at each end and the axis of bearing bores
lie in the same plane

2. The bearing bores of the inboard yokes of the centre section
and the axis of the intermediate shaft lie in the same plane.
(See Figure 4.1)

3. The two axis of the cross are vertically placed on the same
plane and in symmetry

During the installation, assure that the two jokes at each end and the 
intermediate shaft are arranged in W or Z bend and their bend angles 
ß1 and ß2 must be equal (See Figures 4.2 & 4.3). This way, the 
velocity variations in the drive end joint are in effect cancelled by the 
velocity variations in the driven end joint, resulting in the synchronous 
rotation of the driveline assembly. The following is the recommended 
procedure for installing a universal joint assembly after alignment of 
the equipment is completed. This procedure is for an ideal situation 
where there are no obstructions to hinder installation.

Figure 3.1 proper method 
to lift the cardan shaft

Figure 2.1 cross assembly

4.2. Preparing for Installation
4.2.1 Clean the flanges before mounting in order to ensure a perfect 
contact between the surfaces.
4.2.2 The balancing weights should not be removed.
4.2.3 The universal joints alignment arrows marked, always refer to 
these when reassembling.
4.2.4 In case of connection with key uniformly heat the counterflanges 
(100-150 ° C), while in the case of heat shrinking heated to 300 - 
350 ° C before mounting on the shaft. Wait until the cooling of the 
counterflanges before installing the universal shaft.
4.2.5 It 's very important the accuracy of the mounting counterflanges 
on the shaft that must be firmly attached and centered. There should 
be no clearance between the various parts. Before installing the uni-
versal joint clean surfaces from grease, protective, rust, ...
4.2.6 The bolts or tie rods should not be lubricated. Must be tightened 
with torque wrenches or similar tools.
4.2.7 If there is the possibility that people or things may be damaged 
by the cardan shaft rotation, ensure they have installed adequate pro-
tection in accordance with the applicable safety regulations.

5. Lubrication
5.1. Prior to start-up
Universal joint shafts, especially length compensating splines, must be 
thoroughly lubricated to make up for the possible insufficient grease 
at the factory. To lubricate, pump grease (the use of #2 lithium base 
grease is recommended) into the lube fittings located at the ends of 
the cross and in the intermediate shafts (for length compensation 
types), until it emerges from the sealing lip. Do not over pressurize 
the bearings during the lubrication. A maximum grease pressure of 
0.5MPa is recommended. The telescopic spline should be lubricated 
with the centre section fully compressed. This will prevent the entire 
available lube cavity from being filled, which could restrict the length 
compensating travel.. 
Caution: Lithium based grease may not be compatible with other 
types of greases. Always consult the lubricant manufacturer to assu-
re compatibility before using different lubricant to prevent premature 
failure.
5.2. Lubrication Intervals
5.2.1. For the first year to grease all the bearings and any splined 
shaft before starting work and after 500 hours. Subsequent greasing 
should have intervals of 30 days.
For the years to follow grease every 2000 hours in the event of Bu-
yer's normal and at about every 4-5 months. While heavy-duty grease 
every 500 - 1000 hours but not more than once every two months. 
The program greasing should follow that of maintenance of the ma-
chine where the gimbal is installed. The intervals also depend on the 
type of work done (if reversible, button, ..), the frequency of the im-
pacts, the workload, the speed of rotation, working angle, the length 
of elongation and the frequency of movement . More working con-
ditions are unfavorable we recommend a more frequent lubrication.
5.2.2. If it is expected that the universal joint remains out of service for 
a long time grease all parts fitting well to protect them from rust.

6. Maintenance
6.1. Prima di iniziare
Our universal joint assemblies require a minimum amount of mainte-
nance. However, following a regularly scheduled maintenance pro-
gram will assure maximum performance and extended life. The fol-
lowing is recommended as a guide for maintenance. Perform regular 
check-ups on the universal joint operation in the following respects:
6.2. Initial inspection

• I. check after about 1 week
• II. check after about 2 - 3 weeks
• III. control after about 4 - 6 weeks

6.3. Regular inspections
Every 1000 - 2000 hours and at least every year for light and every 
6 months for heavy duty applications, perform regular checks on uni-
versal joints on the following points:
6.3.1. Daily check the tightness of fasteners and mating flanges. If 
necessary, tighten to the correct torque.
6.3.2. Check the status of the cross assemblies, the radial clearan-
ce of the bearing and splined shaft to detect excessive wear, which 
could cause excessive vibration and noise. Any abnormal presence 
should be checked to determine if the universal joint must be revised. 
6.3.3. Regularly grease as recommended in Section 5 LUBRICATION.

6.3.4. Any abnormal noise or excessive vibration should be checked 
and corrected if necessary.
6.3.5. Check that the counterflanges have not cracked due to defor-
mation or wear.
6.3.6. Verify that there is an excessive loss of the lubricating grease or 
gaskets due to the centrifugal force.

7. Disassembly
7.1. It is very difficult to disassemble and repair the universal joint in the 
field. And it is very hard for a filed repair to attain the specified technical 
requirements even if it is performed. If an overhaul is deemed neces-
sary, therefore, it is recommended to remove the adapters at both 
ends of the universal joint shaft and return the universal joint assembly 
to the factory for an overhaul. When disassembling, refer to Figures 
3.1 or 4.4 for lifting and transporting. Do not forget the points of cau-
tion as specified in 4.2.
7.2. Errors may occur during re-assembling the intermediate shaft with 
telescopic splines after it is disassembled. Therefore, it is not recom-
mended to disassemble the telescopic intermediate shaft in the field. 
In an emergency situation where the shaft has to be disassembled, 
always apply easily visible match marks on the male and female tele-
scopic splines of the intermediate shaft before taking the spline from 
the spline cover (if not more visible reference arrows affixed by the 
manufacturer).
7.3. Reassemble reversing the procedures using care to assure the 
applied match marks affixed before disassembly are in line.
8. Parts Ordering
When ordering replacement parts, please provide us with the fol-
lowing information:
I. Type and size of the original universal joint assembly.
II. Installation drawing (assembly) number.
III. Part number, name and quantity of each part.
IV. Contact information for returning a universal joint for overhaul or 
ordering replacement parts.

Figure 4.1 the axis of the intermediate 
shaft

Figure 4.3 ß1 = ß2

‘Z’ installation‘W’ installation

Figure 4.2 way to realize synchronous rotation
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INSTALLATION - MAINTENANCE - LUBRICATION
1. General
The Series Closed-Eye Yoke Cross Universal Joint Shafts provided by 
our company are commonly known as universal joint shafts. Mainly 
applied in steel rolling mills, paper mills, rubber and plastic machine-
ry, hoisting and transporting equipment and other heavy duty machi-
nery, they serve to connect two misaligned shafts and operate with 
the rotation diameters between 58-1200mm, torque loads between 
180Nm-8000kNm, and the deflection angles up to 35°-25°-15°- 10° 
and 5° (referring to our catalogue) . Two pre-assembled universal joints 
connected at the end of an intermediate shaft assembly are called 
the universal joint shaft assembly, which is the typical form for delivery. 
Universal joint shafts can be telescopic or fixed length. For telescopic 
u-joint shafts, either rectangular or radial tooth length compensating 
splines are used to accommodate the axial displacement of the con-
nected shafts. The length compensating splines are slightly greased by 
hand at the factory and must be fully lubricated by the installer before 
start-up. Whether or not the universal joint shaft assemblies are proper-
ly installed and maintained will greatly affect their operations and service 
life. This manual is intended for our customers as a guide for installation 
and maintenance. For operating instructions, please refer to the con-
tour drawings for u-joint shaft installation provided by our company.

2. Components
2.1 Bearings
The bearing design in the cross assembly of the u-joint shaft is shown 
in Figure 2.1. Three rows of rollers (7) are placed axially inside the 
bearing housing (6), covered with a bearing cap (2), a sealing ring (3) 
and a plate spring, and retained by a snap ring (4). A thrust bearing 
is placed inside the bearing housing at the shoulder, with an external 
lube fitting (10) in the center of cross. The bearing is retained on the 
joint with a snap ring (9).

2.2 Structures and Types of U-Joint Shafts
Our driveshafts can be divided into five types:
• A= Welded with length compensation
• B= Welded without length compensation
• C= Coupling fixed length
• D= Flanged without length compensation
• E= Flanged with length compensation
Generally yokes at the ends of universal joints are flanged and bolted with 
companion flages or tie rods couplings. The flanges can have five types 
of connections:bolt hole, integral or partial key, face pads, Hirth serration.

3. Pre-Installation Instructions
Upon receiving the universal joint shaft assembly, the customer 
should check for damaged or missing components, and verify the 
basic data, installation and connection dimensions, match mark no-
tes, etc. against the specifications of Installation contour drawings. 
Notify the supplier of any problem there is for a timely correction. If 
the u-joint assembly is to be stored for an extended period before 
installation, do not remove the protection that has been applied on 
the critical exposed surfaces. If stored outdoors, the u-joint assembly 
must be crated. Place supports under the units to keep it off the 
ground and protect it from rain and other moisture. Before installation, 
verify against contour drawing to confirm specific set-up dimensions. 
While transporting, wedges made of wood should be placed into the 
open areas between the yokes in order to prevent angular misalign-
ment and move the unit safely and conveniently. While transporting 
and lifting universal joint shaft assembly, do not place a sling or chain 
around the intermediate shaft, or around spline/spline cover in the 
case of telescopic shafts. Otherwise, splines could slide out th cover 

and cause damages to the assembly or even human injuries.
Always handle and transport in a horizontal position except when han-
dling a unit designed for vertical application. See figure 3.1 for the 
proper method to lift the assembly. 

4. Installation
4.1. Basic requirements
4.1.1 The installation of Universal Joint Shaft Assembly must conform 
to the requirements of the installation enclosed drawing. The require-
ments of the drawing are formulated compared to the working con-
ditions specified by the customer to make sure the universal joint 
shaft will give the optimum operating performance, i.e. working with 
optimum working load and yielding the maximum operating life. The-
refore, the actual angular misalignment of the u-joint shaft position has 
to be calculated before installation and its maximum value must not 
exceed the value allowed by the Installation Drawing. 
4.1.2 Properly installed universal joint shafts should result in a synchro-
nous rotation of the driving and driven shafts, i.e. the entire driveline 
assembly will not yield velocity fluctuations as a result of universal joint 
shaft installation. For this purpose, the manufacturer has taken the 
following designing and technological features :

1. The axis of yokes at each end and the axis of bearing bores 
lie in the same plane

2. The bearing bores of the inboard yokes of the centre section 
and the axis of the intermediate shaft lie in the same plane. 
(See Figure 4.1)

3. The two axis of the cross are vertically placed on the same 
plane and in symmetry

During the installation, assure that the two jokes at each end and the 
intermediate shaft are arranged in W or Z bend and their bend angles 
ß1 and ß2 must be equal (See Figures 4.2 & 4.3). This way, the 
velocity variations in the drive end joint are in effect cancelled by the 
velocity variations in the driven end joint, resulting in the synchronous 
rotation of the driveline assembly. The following is the recommended 
procedure for installing a universal joint assembly after alignment of 
the equipment is completed. This procedure is for an ideal situation 
where there are no obstructions to hinder installation.

Figure 3.1 proper method 
to lift the cardan shaft

Figure 2.1 cross assembly

4.2. Preparing for Installation
4.2.1 Clean the flanges before mounting in order to ensure a perfect 
contact between the surfaces.
4.2.2 The balancing weights should not be removed.
4.2.3 The universal joints alignment arrows marked, always refer to 
these when reassembling.
4.2.4 In case of connection with key uniformly heat the counterflanges 
(100-150 ° C), while in the case of heat shrinking heated to 300 - 
350 ° C before mounting on the shaft. Wait until the cooling of the 
counterflanges before installing the universal shaft.
4.2.5 It 's very important the accuracy of the mounting counterflanges 
on the shaft that must be firmly attached and centered. There should 
be no clearance between the various parts. Before installing the uni-
versal joint clean surfaces from grease, protective, rust, ...
4.2.6 The bolts or tie rods should not be lubricated. Must be tightened 
with torque wrenches or similar tools.
4.2.7 If there is the possibility that people or things may be damaged 
by the cardan shaft rotation, ensure they have installed adequate pro-
tection in accordance with the applicable safety regulations.

5. Lubrication
5.1. Prior to start-up
Universal joint shafts, especially length compensating splines, must be
thoroughly lubricated to make up for the possible insufficient grease
at the factory. To lubricate, pump grease (the use of #2 lithium base
grease is recommended) into the lube fittings located at the ends of
the cross and in the intermediate shafts (for length compensation
types), until it emerges from the sealing lip. Do not over pressurize
the bearings during the lubrication. A maximum grease pressure of
0.5MPa is recommended. The telescopic spline should be lubricated
with the centre section fully compressed. This will prevent the entire
available lube cavity from being filled, which could restrict the length
compensating travel..
Caution: Lithium based grease may not be compatible with other
types of greases. Always consult the lubricant manufacturer to assu-
re compatibility before using different lubricant to prevent premature
failure.
5.2. Lubrication Intervals
5.2.1. For the first year to grease all the bearings and any splined
shaft before starting work and after 500 hours. Subsequent greasing
should have intervals of 30 days.
For the years to follow grease every 2000 hours in the event of Bu-
yer's normal and at about every 4-5 months. While heavy-duty grease
every 500 - 1000 hours but not more than once every two months.
The program greasing should follow that of maintenance of the ma-
chine where the gimbal is installed. The intervals also depend on the
type of work done (if reversible, button, ..), the frequency of the im-
pacts, the workload, the speed of rotation, working angle, the length
of elongation and the frequency of movement . More working con-
ditions are unfavorable we recommend a more frequent lubrication.
5.2.2. If it is expected that the universal joint remains out of service for
a long time grease all parts fitting well to protect them from rust.

6. Maintenance
6.1. Prima di iniziare
Our universal joint assemblies require a minimum amount of mainte-
nance. However, following a regularly scheduled maintenance pro-
gram will assure maximum performance and extended life. The fol-
lowing is recommended as a guide for maintenance. Perform regular
check-ups on the universal joint operation in the following respects:
6.2. Initial inspection

• I. check after about 1 week
• II. check after about 2 - 3 weeks
• III. control after about 4 - 6 weeks

6.3. Regular inspections
Every 1000 - 2000 hours and at least every year for light and every 
6 months for heavy duty applications, perform regular checks on uni-
versal joints on the following points:
6.3.1. Daily check the tightness of fasteners and mating flanges. If 
necessary, tighten to the correct torque.
6.3.2. Check the status of the cross assemblies, the radial clearan-
ce of the bearing and splined shaft to detect excessive wear, which 
could cause excessive vibration and noise. Any abnormal presence 
should be checked to determine if the universal joint must be revised. 
6.3.3. Regularly grease as recommended in Section 5 LUBRICATION.

6.3.4. Any abnormal noise or excessive vibration should be checked 
and corrected if necessary.
6.3.5. Check that the counterflanges have not cracked due to defor-
mation or wear.
6.3.6. Verify that there is an excessive loss of the lubricating grease or 
gaskets due to the centrifugal force.

7. Disassembly
7.1. It is very difficult to disassemble and repair the universal joint in the
field. And it is very hard for a filed repair to attain the specified technical
requirements even if it is performed. If an overhaul is deemed neces-
sary, therefore, it is recommended to remove the adapters at both
ends of the universal joint shaft and return the universal joint assembly
to the factory for an overhaul. When disassembling, refer to Figures
3.1 or 4.4 for lifting and transporting. Do not forget the points of cau-
tion as specified in 4.2.
7.2. Errors may occur during re-assembling the intermediate shaft with
telescopic splines after it is disassembled. Therefore, it is not recom-
mended to disassemble the telescopic intermediate shaft in the field.
In an emergency situation where the shaft has to be disassembled,
always apply easily visible match marks on the male and female tele-
scopic splines of the intermediate shaft before taking the spline from
the spline cover (if not more visible reference arrows affixed by the
manufacturer).
7.3. Reassemble reversing the procedures using care to assure the
applied match marks affixed before disassembly are in line.
8. Parts Ordering
When ordering replacement parts, please provide us with the fol-
lowing information:
I. Type and size of the original universal joint assembly.
II. Installation drawing (assembly) number.
III. Part number, name and quantity of each part.
IV. Contact information for returning a universal joint for overhaul or
ordering replacement parts.

Figure 4.1 the axis of the intermediate 
shaft

Figure 4.3 ß1 = ß2

‘Z’ installation‘W’ installation

Figure 4.2 way to realize synchronous rotation
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